
Capital Vault Incorporated -  the CVI Advantage

Features:
● A comprehensive organization with capabilities, resources and infra-structure enabled by the CVI-
Options, defined by the program mission with CVI-OS 1.0 and the CVI-Options Advantage:

● Industry, technology, company, product and services program diversification;

● business combinations, integrated business units, operating divisions;

● Risk and liability management, management and protection of assets and resources;

● Total infrastructure optimization with a communications and industrial security strategy;

● Options and agreements for contribution, buying, acquisition, development, business and more;

● A universe of capital structure, securities innovation and options, jurisdiction and entities;

● Major mission focused with a capacity for details;

● Buy, build, save and invest, Made in Canada, for the long term;

● Various development resource requirements, prime and sub-contractor markets;

● Components, products and parts specialization from small, medium, large and massive;

● Omni-directional integration vs. vertical integration;

● Diverse personnel requirements and corresponding creative options;

● Counter-measures for super-imposed detrimental factors;

● Scenario projections, project planning, execution and management;

● The CVI-Options are integrated with provisions for simplified investment, conditional involvement, 
confidentiality and privacy, limited disclosure, new wealth generation, revenue streams and options;

● Synchronized program, technology and product development as a unified whole, with multi-staged 
timelines and all kinds of contributing elements, possibilities and options, with certain fixed, variable 
and flexible operating parameters that work together to make successful mission  completion possible 
and a greater range of choices that might appeal with self-directed capacity.

● Secure supply and integrated processing is all good for national economic development;

● Make no excuses, leave nothing to chance, explore potential and discover rewarding possibilities;

● Development programs for industry, technology, entrepreneurs and enterprise, products, services, 
good solid well paying jobs, opportunity, challenge and reward of being in the arena, on the team, part 
of the pro-active team.
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Capital Vault Incorporated -  the CVI Advantage

The innovative business and capital solutions of Capital Vault Incorporated are utilized in the major 
industries focused on in the CVI-Strategic Operations Group and represent an dynamic range of 
private member opportunities in the major industries of  aerospace, marine, automotive, advanced 
civilization and strategic industrial technology sectors.

New aircraft development, exciting boats and ships, amazing technology and a whole lot of 
possibilities you learn about by being part of this visionary and ambitious program solidly built from the 
start on the right foundation for the long term prospects, integrity, vitality and sustainability.

There is nothing quite like imagination, incentive, ambition and a good old fashioned industrious work 
ethic fuel by passion on fire, eyes that have vision to see the future and through any challenge, 
opportunity or problem.  This is a step in the right direction and takes thinking and work to yield all the  
infinite rewards that are eminently worth it. With awareness, we realize there are valuable avenues to 
explore and discover with the various memberships, accounts, portfolio, series and an abundance of 
generous and rewarding options. 
 
Private investing is almost always an option, but it is not required for what we are doing. Although we 
have access to a massive array of private securities to utilize, convenient capabilities in asset and 
resource management, both financial and non-financial contributions, conditional sales and/or 
acquisition programs, contracts and agreements. Jurisdictions and various entities provide a great 
deal of operational dynamics with some very interesting and useful documentation.

There is no need to be concerned about being an Accredited Investor, as many believe this appears 
as a very limiting, controlling and suppressive invention super-imposed to enforce competitive, 
national, industrial, economic and social disadvantage. So we are liberated from that in totality. As 
many people already know, that usually all you need to do is look for the evidence or at least be open 
to the possibilities of why and why not, continue to research and answer each successful level of why 
and why not, and yes, there is something not quite right with that. We do not need to diminish and 
belittle a person or prejudge them for some kind of hypothetical qualifying criteria that is not being very 
open, accepting or even enlightening, you do not need to have a coffee with this kind of person. If 
someone wants to contribute $1.00, $5.00 or more, you don't need to be accredited, you need to be 
cash flow enabled, you have it and you control it. Nothing else matters, you are in or out.

With CVI we have a different kind of expertise. Not the kind of experts that like to sell off national  
assets like Alcan and Inco, or scrap national aerospace programs, or better yet, don't even have an 
industrial policy or even a buy Made in Canada deal, or stuff like that, or the type of expertise that will  
throw in and sell off the rest of the country when you are not looking, too busy, too stressed, or 
spending quality time with someone, especially on Canada Day. All these impossible deadlines and 
documents thousands of pages long, require time and series thought, not just item by item but the 
inter-related holographic multi-dimensional whole deal. Most people never envision all the problems 
that result from not thinking thinks through.  Like oh my God, over 95% of the stuff in stores is not 
made in Canada, hmmm I wonder how that happened? Yeah, now that you mention it and we really 
do have freedom of speech, wow, that is amazing, and even whole industries are gone. Poof! Even 
advisory is not our business. Many advisors won't really tell you the problem with a high price earnings 
ratio in basic terms, like wow you are willing to spend a hundred bucks to make a dollar, but a hundred 
bucks for the taxi to go make a dollar is too much, and how is that different? People that gamble hard 
simply don't give a damn about your money or your job which conforms to the market economy that is 
defined as someone else's wallet and definitely not yours. So, what advantages are you looking for?
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Believe it or not, a person can have millions of dollars in assets under control and not own anything,  
they might even be responsible for lots of companies and people,  and simply not meet the criteria of 
an Accredited Investor, and some of these Accredited investors may know a whole lot less than the 
average member ever might after reading and reviewing, just a little bit of what is available here.  Now, 
if you are perceptive you must already know there is a lot more than just three sides to a coin. If some 
members would invest only $5.00 in a portfolio, multiplied 5,000 or 55,000 times over, well, we have 
something to work with. See, everyone does have value and something to contribute. The intel is in 
the status and progress report.The black or white all or nothing is slightly mentally challenged, but we 
can play that game too, as we are authorized and it is well within operational capabilities. So now, it is  
easy to see that, yep, that $5.00 goes a long way, a person should never feel bad about making a 
contribution or excuse themselves from the power they can exercise to change the future every single 
day.  We are interested in what you care about and how much you care about it. Enthusiasm and 
response is priceless. Each person can have the satisfaction of their contribution, not to mention what 
it feels like being a Member/Co-trustee, or, for once in their life to know and have strategic advantage. 
It is essential to know that we are here for multi-dimensional aspects of growth, not just more factories, 
tools, machinery and truckloads of money to burn on mega projects. This is, in reality an experiment in 
promotion, consensus, co-operation and building great things together. This requires character and 
personality, a real person with heart and soul, sign on, get involved, make a valuable difference.

We can contribute or invest our time, assets and resources, all kinds of equity and securities or write a 
cheque for what we want to acquire, programs, accounts, portfolios, products and services. How is 
that for flexibility? We are more interested in your character and personality, your capacity for 
leadership and personal responsibility, integrity, morals, values, ideals and your capacity to respond 
and be involved. We can always develop programs for personal, professional and enterprise 
development, but we would rather have the person with character than a person with money and no 
character. To be morally bankrupt and spiritually insolvent is one thing we cannot work with or fix. We 
are not the sum of our mistakes, however, the continual compromise and irrational self-justification of 
doing something because someone thinks they can get away with it as a way of life and has a built in 
automatic self destruct code, it is an incompatible and irreconcilable difference.

For those who have what it takes, to freely and cheerfully sign-up and be a valuable co-operative 
member of the team, or not, is a choice.  If not, good luck trying to avoid economic and industrial 
genocide in the present moral climate without spiritual values, character, ideals, values and mutual 
goals with a more civilized nation building co-operative vision. Free choice is never really free and due 
to national security reasons, freedom is not free either. When it comes to national economic security, 
we must make provisions for it and act on it and leave nothing to chance.

With the various programs, accounts and portfolios in the Strategic Operations Group, we believe 
there are ways to achieve great things together with progress and succeed in more ways than we ever 
imagined. Advanced technology logistics require thoughtful organization, excellent action plans, 
interested and enthusiastic people with adequate resources to match, working together in ways that 
are mutually beneficial. In accordance with the use of any type of power, we have a much greater 
need to exercise spiritual power, civilized thinking and action with the power to work together in co-
operative networks with common goals, building optimistic communities, relationships and ways of 
thinking, doing and being that can transform our world positively and vastly improve the quality of life 
for everyone. The goodby global, hello country and local community is possible by combining rugged 
self-sufficient individualism with co-operative mission focused work groups, learning and growth 
opportunities, bold imagination and inspiration with active participation, risk taking and daring 
adventure to achieve our greatest dreams, goals and expectations of transforming thought into reality. 
The CVI-Options is about pro-active service and awesome options to explore, discover and utilize to 
produce opportunity and prosperity for all members! CVI is a custom made massive advantage.
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